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All information below is strictly to make your experience more 

comfortable and less stressful, and should not be thought of as 

anything else. It should be a supplement to the information provided 

by your hospital. Please consult your doctor in regards to any 

information or advice herein.
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Starters: Seek out a local support group and/or specialty counselor. 

They will have the information and help that you will need in making 

the necessary decisions regarding your surgery.

Reading: Be sure to read the following books:

• Dr Patrick Walsh's Guide     to     Surviving     Prostate     Cancer  

• Sheldon Marks' Prostate     and     Cancer  

• Dr     Peter     Scardino's     Prostate     Book  

Pre-op meetings: Take someone with you! Two minds are better than

one, and on that day one mind may not be any good at all. Have 3x5 

cards ready with all the questions you need answered. (See our 

thorough list of Questions     for     Doctors  .) Take notes or bring a tape 

recorder. (Ask the doctor in advance if the use of a recording device is

acceptable.) Always have a set of your own medical records with you;

sometimes the doctor will not have all of the information on hand. The

physician and medical staff love a patient who is well-informed and 

prepared.

Exercise and diet: Talk to your physician about a pre-op and post-

op program of exercise and diet that will promote good healing. If 

you don't have time, make some! Plan it in advance, and do it with 
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a partner, family member, friend, etc. This is very     important for your

future.
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Haircuts: For surgery, shorter hair is really in fashion. You may 

want to consider a visit to the barber and trimming back your pubic 

hair.

For some of us with a lot of hair on our arms, the removal of the 

tape from the IV’s are more traumatic than the insertion. If you 

decide to shave your arm area, be sure to do it a week before your

surgery, in case you accidentally nick yourself. At your pre-op 

meeting, discuss the location that should be shaved.

Schedule: Prior to surgery, keep your schedule flexible, and clear     your 

schedule for two weeks or more after surgery. Have someone be your 

communicator. You may not want to talk to everyone but everyone will 

want to talk to you. Have someone intercept your phone calls, and 

send out regular “group e-mails” or a “phone tree” to keep your friends 

and family posted as to how you are doing.

Pain relief: Have a good talk with your doctor and anesthesiologist. 

Develop a plan that is most beneficial to you, starting from pre-op 

through your surgery, removal of the drainage tube, and post-op 

recovery.

If you are uncomfortable in any way: Tell them.  They will help you.  Do 

not suffer in silence. Bed uncomfortable, get a new bed. Pill too large, have 

them crush it.
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Day of the operation: Make sure you tell your friends and family the 

exact time your operation begins, and when it might end. Their good 

thoughts and prayers will be an added and well-timed boost.

Happy experience: Pick a day before your operation and do 

something outrageously fun. Go somewhere interesting, have a 

special event with your spouse or significant other; make it 

memorable!

House cleaning: Do a thorough cleaning of your home before

surgery, as that's going to be  your  “hospital” for the majority of your

recovery.

Extra hospital supplies: These are little things that make your

hospital stay more comfortable. Check in advance to see if the hospital

will allow your spouse / partner to be in the room with you. (At UCSF,

early on the day of surgery, have your spouse / partner ask about a

private room.)

• Small notepad, pen

• 1 box of Kleenex

• Small paper towel roll

• Noise-killing headphones / earplugs
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• Portable music player ( iPod, CD / tape player, radio, etc )

Favorite music, hypnosis or relaxing tapes are 

helpful.

• Reading material

After the operation, you may not be able to 

concentrate, so don't bring that 800-page 

novel. Short magazine articles, 

emphasizing visuals (People, National 

Geographic, etc)

• Personal pillow, extra pillowcase

• Night robe / bath robe

• Slippers

• Extra tee shirts

Food: If it's OK with your doctor and hospital, you can bring in small 

applesauce containers, plastic utensils, Ensure®, tea, soup, etc.

Going home from the hospital:  It is very important that you read 

your discharge instructions carefully. Read them over multiple times if 

you need to do so. Make a list of questions to ask the nurse or doctor 

before you leave the hospital. Take notes on each item they send 

home with you. 
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The nurse will come in and explain your new Foley Catheter 

Bag; it is vitally important that you get this information correct. If the 

nurse rushes in, hands you a sheet of paper and offers only a few 

words, stop her at the door and ask her to come back and explain it

to you in more detail. You need a thorough and timely explanation 

and demonstration. Ask for one extra catheter stabilization device. 

You can use it reposition the catheter for better comfort if 

necessary.

Bring a loose-fitting pair of pants such as sweatpants. An ideal 

item of clothing to have is basketball pants with snaps down the legs, 

which you may recognize from your favorite basketball players. You’ll 

have a catheter line running down one of your legs and may have 

trouble lifting your leg to put on regular pants; breakaway pants are 

easy to get on and out of and allow an exit for the catheter line. They 

are available online and at some athletic stores (Big 5 Sporting 

Goods

often has them).

To be extra cautious you may want to bring a towel to sit on with a 

2’x2’ plastic pad underneath to sit on in case of leakage on your drive 

home. Get a small, firm pillow to hold against your stomach if the car 

bounces or when you cough or laugh.

Supplies for home:
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• Disposable underwear, incontinence pads 

These are available at most drug and 

grocery stores; they have good brands 

such as Depends® for the underwear, and 

Poise® for the pads.

• Packaged alcohol cleaning pads (1x1” in 50 count)

These are great for cleaning the catheter.

• Flushable wet wipes

• K-Y Jelly or comparable product

This will help in preventing irritation in 

areas around the tip of the penis.

   

• Small plastic bucket or trash can

Put your Foley Catheter Bag in this at night

while you're in bed. It's also a handy place 

to put your bag if you're laying on a couch 

or a recliner.

• Grabber (a pole with a pincer, a handle on the other end)

You will have trouble bending over to 

pick up things and this will keep you from 

having to ask for help every time. These 
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are available where you buy medical 

supplies for $15-20.

• Recliner chair or lift chair

If you feel it would be useful, purchase or 

rent a recliner or lift chair. For some people 

this has been very helpful.

• Bed protectors

These are disposable plastic bed pads with 

one-sided cotton, approximately 2' x 2', 

available at some drug stores and at medical 

supply stores. They will protect your mattress

from being damaged by leakage.

• Oral thermometer

It is extremely important that you monitor your 

temperature for possible infection.

Follow your doctor's guidelines.

• Toilet seat adapter

This sits on top of the toilet seat so that you 

don't have to strain abdominal muscles getting 

up and sitting down, also available at medical 

supply stores.Trapeze bar
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If you won't have somebody to assist you

and you feel that you need it, a trapeze 

bar can be rented from a medical supply 

company. It attaches to a bed frame, and 

will make it easier to get out of bed.

• Shower stool

This will be valuable in the early days of your 
recovery.

Sexual Function Recovery: Be sure to discuss this with your

doctor, and set a timeframe to start; also, make sure to have your

significant other (if you have one) be involved.

Read books, and read articles through your local support group. 

The members will also be willing to sit down with you and discuss any 

questions that you may have. Set up a post-op plan as soon as possible. 

Do not wait for a recovery; make a recovery!

General advice: Be sure to stick to your recommended exercise 

routine, but do not     pick up anything heavy. The old adage here is, 

“Don't do it, have it done.” Many a patient has been wrecked by a 

spontaneous pick-up of a heavy object such as a grandchild or a bag 

of groceries.

Don't do it! Post-op patients are susceptible to hernias.
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During the time you'll have your catheter installed, the name of 

the game is “clean, clean, clean!” Make sure your bathroom is 

spotless;

Follow the catheter care instructions religiously. Change towels and 

clothing often, as well as bed sheets and pillowcases.

Keep track of your medications. We suggest a log laid out with the day, 

time of day, medication name, number of pills, and a space to check after it

is taken.

Screen your visitors carefully on their health status. Avoid anyone 

with any infectious illnesses. Drink plenty of water! Get your walking 

in both before and after surgery, as directed. Remember: walk short 

distances at first and then longer distances once you've recovered 

enough.

Last bit of encouragement;  It may not be a walk in the park; 

however, many of us that have gone through this operation have 

discovered that the hardest part isn't the actual surgery, but the time 

from the discovery that you have cancer to the day you make the 

decision to do something about it.
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We hope these tips and suggestions are helpful to you toward

a speedy recovery. If you have any additions to make to our list, 

please feel free to send suggestions to “Us TOO Prostate Cancer 

Education & Support Group of Marin,” c/o Editor Chris Morrison,

  P. O. Box 376, Tiburon, CA 94920. 
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